
Sunday 12th April 2015 

Waltham Sunday League Division One Match at Enfield Grammar School 
 

Kick-Off: 10.38.a.m. (Pitch half a mile away from changing rooms !) 
 

Result: PYMMES BROOK ...................7 EDMONTON ROVERS.................. 1 Half-Time: 3-0 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-3-1) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Alan BARNARD   

6 RB Terry MOORE (Captain)   

14 CH Lexton HARRISON   

17 CH Ivan BASS   

12 LB Gavin MARDELL    

7 RM Tem ADIL   

8 CM Leon McKENZIE-McKAY   74 Mins. 

11 LM Chris LUE   

15 CF Jack BANGS   

     

     

SUBSTITUTES 

     

     

     

OWN GOALS Scored For Us: 
 

CARETAKER PLAYER-MANAGER: Terry Moore CLUB LINESMAN: None 

ATTENDANCE: 6 OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT: L.Hughes (Filming) 

OPPONENTS’ FAIR PLAY MARK (Out of 10): 9 OUR FAIR PLAY MARK (Given by Opponents): 10 

REFEREE: Lee Addison REFEREE’S MARK (Out of 100): CONFIDENTIAL 

BOOKINGS: None SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Sunny with blustery wind. STATE OF PITCH: Perfect apart from no lines marked out ! 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (18 Players !!!) Simon Jackson (Manager/GK) (Family Commitments), Grant Baker (GK) (Working), Danny 

Hagan (Foot Injury), George Stahlmann (Moving to Torquay), Tyronne Petrie (Injured), Daniel Cascoe (Broken Ankle), Scott Jenkins 

(Social Commitments), Danny Green (Social Commitments), Tony Eccles, Vernon 'Kizza' Nxumalo, Ryan Foreman, Rob Simmons, Lee 

King, Younes Jouied, John Scouller (All not named in squad initially, so 'doing other things') 

Saturday/Sunday Drop-Outs: Daniel Daley ('No Show'/'Injured ?'), Martin Cruickshank (Working), Krishan Singh ('No Show'/Working ?) 
 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (2-3-3-2):  1. Louis Prati (GK); 16. Terry Gritton (CH…Captain), 6. Riccardo Biggi (LCH); 

3. Ryan Lyttle (RWB), 17. Aran Kemal (CM Holding), 15. Andrew Knights (LWB); -. Jamal Jimoh (RCM), 5. Alex Manoli (CM),  

11. Simon Williams (LCM); 9. Anthony Jenkins (CF), 8. Chris Spiteri (CF)  

 Subs.:  2. Rob Turner (On for Kemal...53 Mins.), 21. Richard Robinson (On for Lyttle...73 Mins.) 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:  Biggi (34 Mins.), Jenkins (37, 85 Mins.), Spiteri (39 Mins.), Lyttle (53 Mins.), Williams (78, 83 Mins.) 
 

 

MATCH REPORT 

After turning up for a Double-Header against bottom team Old Pond Athletic with a squad of only 12 players the week before and then losing 

both matches, the second one heavily in the process, we thought that things couldn't get any worse and we would at least have some of the 

13 players who were unavailable for those two games back for this match. Not a bit of it though. This time we had an incredible 18 players 

unavailable with questions surrounding the whereabouts of some of them, not to mention the authenticity of certain 'excuses' given by those 

who did bother to get in touch. With Manager Simon Jackson also having to miss the game, we were lucky that Management Committee 

members Terry Moore and Alan Barnard were playing and therefore able to get the nine players who bothered to turn up organised into a 

unit which was able to frustrate a near full-strength Pymmes Brook side right up until the 34th minute when defender Riccardo Biggi headed 

them into the lead simply because we were outnumbered from a corner. That goal gave Pymmes Brook confidence straight away with them 

moving the ball about twice as quickly for the rest of the match, so it was then just a question of how many we were going to concede, 

although we did actually manage several shots at goal ourselves in the First Half despite Tem Adil suffering an ankle injury in the 10th 

minute and having to hobble about for the rest of the match, effectively leaving us down to 8 men. Further goals from Anthony Jenkins and 

Chris Spiteri within the space of five minutes of the first goal put Pymmes Brook 3-0 up at Half-Time though and they soon made it 4-0 after 

the break through Ryan Lyttle. However, we actually steadied the ship after that and Leon McKenzie-McKay even pulled a goal back for us in 

the 74th minute with a spectacular overhead kick after we had already created a couple of other clear-cut chances. Unfortunately though, 

just when it looked as if we might even score again to regain even more pride, we switched off and allowed Simon Williams to make it 5-1 

from a quickly-taken free-kick in the 78th minute and then our heads understandably went down for the first time in the match, more 

through exhaustion than anything else as further goals from Williams and Jenkins in the 83rd and 85th minutes put Pymmes Brook 7-1 up and 

made it a more predictable final scoreline. With five games still to play, all against the top four sides who are all fighting for the Division 

One title, it is very worrying as to where we are going to go from here with well over half of our players seemingly no longer available for 

the rest of the season due to work commitments and injuries. Bring on the Summer 7-a-side League. We will have just the right sized squad 

for that !                                                                                                                                                                     LAURENCE HUGHES 


